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Abstract 
This article considers the problem of modeling non-linear time series by using piece-
wise TAR model. The numbers of change points, the numbers of thresholds and the 
corresponding order of AR in each piecewise TAR segments are assumed unknown. 
The goal is to find out the “best” combination of the number of change points, the 
value of threshold in each time segment, and the underlying AR order for each thresh-
old regime. A genetic algorithm is implemented to solve this optimization problem 
and the minimum description length principle is applied to compare various segmented 
TAR. We also show the consistency of the minimal MDL model selection procedure 
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The threshold autoregressive (TAR) model, proposed by Tong (1978), has received 
great attention in the nonlinear time series literature and has been widely used in 
econometrics, finance, statistics and among others. Chan (1993) considers the Least 
Square Estimation (LSE) of a two-regime TAR model. Li and Ling (2011) extend the 
two-regime TAR models to a multiple-regime TAR model and establish its large sample 
theory. Li and Ling show tha t when the autoregressive function is discontinuous over 
each threshold, the estimated thresholds are n-consistent and asymptotically indepen-
dent, each of which converges weakly to the smallest minimizer of a one-dimensional 
two-sided compound Poisson process. Meanwhile the remaining parameters are 
consistent and asymptotically normal. In this thesis we consider the problem of mod-
eling a non-stationary time series by segmenting the series into blocks of different TAR 
processes. The TAR model can exhibit many nonlinear phenomena such as limit cycles, 
jump resonance, harmonic distortion, modulation effects, chaos and so on. Specifically, 
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the piecewise TAR model is defined as below: 
xt = ^ • ^ {(Aij • ( 1 , x t - i , . . y + Cij e t ) I (40人 1 < xt-d < (Ti-1 < t < Ti)} 
1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
(1.1.1) 
where — T O = 9io < On < • • ‘ < 0i,ri+1 = oc; Cj，s are positive numbers; m , pij and Vi 
are nonnegative integers and d is a positive integer; et is i.i.d. with zero mean, unit 
variance and independent of the past observations Xt - 1, Xt - 2, The parameters Oij，s 
and d are called the thresholds and the delay, respectively. Meanwhile m and pij are the 
number of structural breaks and the AR order of each piecewise TAR. The underlying 
AR parameter vectors of each piecewise TAR will be represented by Ay. See Tong 
(1983) for an introduction of the TAR model. 
For notational simplification of describing the model, we introduce the following 
setup. For i = 1 , … , m , denote the breakpoint between the i-th and the (i + 1)st 
TAR processes as Ti, and set To = 1 and Tm+1 = n + 1. Then the j-th piece of the series 
is modeled as a TAR process, 
Xt = Xt,i, Ti-1 < t < Ti, (1.1.2) 
where Xt,i is the TAR process as defined below, 
Xt , i = ^ {(Ay • (1 , X t - 1 , i , . . - , X t - p i j + Cij e t ) I ( < ; j _ 1 < X t - d , i < Ojo))}. (1.1.3) 
1<j<ri 
Given an observed series {而}^=1, the objective is to obtain a“best”-fitting model 
from this class of piecewise TAR processes. This is equivalent to finding the "best" 
combination of the number of pieces m + 1 , the breakpoint locations T1, • • • , Tm, the 
numbers of threshold {vi the threshold values for each piecewise segment Qj, and 
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the underlying AR orders ；pij. We propose an automatic piecewise TAR modeling 
(Auto-PTARM) procedure for obtaining such a partition. This procedure requires 
the minimum description length (MDL) model selection criterion. The MDL can be 
regarded as the negative of the sum of the log-likelihood for each of the segments plus 
a penalty term which penalize the size of the model. Thus, the best model is selected 
by minimizing the MDL over the change-point locations and the parametric models 
in each segments. While this minimization problem is difficult, the genetic algorithm 
can be employed to produce near optimal solutions. Simulation studies gave promising 
results for the estimation of the number of break-points and their locations for various 
models. 
In this thesis we consider the method to estimate the parameters in a TAR model 
and extend this method to the piecewise-TAR model. Meanwhile, we will consider 
the consistency properties of the Auto-PTARM procedure. The organization of the 
thesis is as follow: Minimum Description Length for Pure TAR and TAR models with 
structural change will be introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 respectively. The 
main result will be discussed in Chapter 4. The simulation examples and the empirical 
example will be shown in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. Lastly, the consistency 
of the CLSE and the proof will be shown in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
Minimum Description Length for 
Pure TAR 
In this chapter, we describe the Minimum Description Length (MDL) for Pure TAR 
and consider the genetic algorithm for estimating the parameters of the Pure TAR 
model. 
2.1 Model selection using Minimum Description Length 
for Pure TAR 
In this section, we apply the MDL principle to select a best-fitting model from an 
TAR model class defined by (1.1) without any change point. Denote this whole class of 
TAR models by M and any model from this class by F G M . In the current context, 
the MDL principle defines the“best”-fitting model from M as the one tha t produces the 
shortest code length that completely describes the observed data x = (xi, X2,..., Xn). 
Loosely speaking, the code length of an object is the amount of memory space required 
to store the object. 
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2.1.1 Derivation of Minimum Description Length for Pure 
TAR 
In the applications of MDL, one classical way to store x is to split x into two 
components, a fitted model FF plus the portion of x that is unexplained by F . This 
latter component can be interpreted as the residuals, denoted by e = x — x, where x 
is the fitted vector for x. If CLF(z) denotes the code length of object z using model 
F , then we have the following decomposition: 
CLF (x) = CLF (F + CLF (e |J e ) , ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) 
where CLF(F") is the code length of the fitted model F and CLF(elF^) is the code 
length of the corresponding residuals (conditional on the fitted model FF). In short, 
the MDL principle suggests that a best-fitting piecewise TAR model F e is the one that 
minimizes C L F ( x ) . 
Now the task is to derive expressions for CLF(FF) and CLF(e |J e ) . We begin with 
CLF(F"). Because F is composed of r, 9j，s, pj，s, and 么，s, which are defined in Chapter 
1, we further decompose CLF(FF) into 
CLF ( J e ) = CLF ( r ) + CLF (^ i , (h,…，Qr) 
(2.1.2) 
+ C L F (pi, • • • ,Pr) + C L F ( i i ) + C L F (如）+ ••• + C L F C i ) 
where 也 : = ( A j , Cj) is the parameter vector corresponding to the piecewise TAR pro-
cess. 
In general, to encode an integer I whose value is not bounded, approximately log2l 
bits are needed. Thus CLF ( p j ) = log2(pj). But if the upper bound (say lu) of I is 
known, then approximately log2(lu) bits are required. Because all Uj，s are bounded by 
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n, CLF ( n j ) = log2(n) for all j. To calculate CLF ( ^ j ) , we use the following result of 
Rissanen (1989): A maximum likelihood estimate of a real parameter computed from 
N observations can be effectively encoded with 2 log2(N) bits. Because each of the 
Pj + 2 parameters of 也 is computed from nj observations, 
CLF (4 . ) = P j 7 + ^ l o g 2 ( n j ) . (2.1.3) 
Combining these results, we obtain 
C L F = l o g 2 ( r ) + ^ l o g 2 ( n j ) + ^ l o g 2 ( P j ) + ^ j + ^ l o g 2 ( n 7 ) . (2.1.4) 
1<j<r 1 < j < r 1 < j < r 
Next, we derive an expression for CLF(台|F")’ that is, the code length for the residuals 
e. From Shannon's classical results in information theory, Rissanen demonstrated that 
the code length of e is given by the negative of the log-likelihood of the fitted model 
FF. To proceed, let Xj be the vector of observations for the jth regime in (1.1) without 
any change point. Denote the covariance matrix of X j as V - 1 = cov{x j}, and let V j 
be an estimate for Vj. Even though the e^s are not assumed to be Gaussian, inference 
procedures are based on a Gaussian likelihood. Such inference procedures are often 
called quasilikelihood. Assuming that the segments are independent, the Gaussian 
likelihood of the piecewise process is given by 
L(P1,…,Pr,…水；X)= n (2n ) - n j / 2|V j | 1 / 2 e x p { - 1 x J V j X j } , S- V x 3 } , (2.1.5) 
1 < j < r 
and hence the code length of e given the fitted model F is 
CLF ( e |F ) ^ - log2 L(P1, • • • ,Pr ,41, • • • ,4r ； x) 
= E { n log(2n) - 2 log |V j | + 1 x J V j x j } log2(e). n j 1 < j < r 2 
(2.1.6) 
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Combining (2.4) and (2.6) and using logarithm base e rather than base 2, we obtain 
the approximation for C L F ( x ) . 
CLF(x ) = l o g 2 ( r ) + ^ l og2 (n j )+ ^ log2(p))+ ^ ) 
1<j<r 1<j<r 1< j<rj , � _ 
(2.1.7) 
+ E { n log(2n) - 2 log j | + 2 x T V j X j } 
1 < j < r 
Using the standard approximation to the likelihood for AR models [i.e., -2log(likelihood) 
by Uj log((j2), where is the Yule-Walker estimate of aj (Brockwell and Davis 1991)], 
we define 
MDL(pi, ••• ,pr ,01, ••• ,9r) = CLF (X) = log2 u + log2( r )+ ^ log2(nj) 
2 1 < j - r (2.1.8) 
+ E log2(Pj)+ E P j f ^ l o g 2 ( n j ) + E Uj log(2n a j ) . 
1 < j < r 1 < j < r 2 1 < j < r 2 
We propose selecting the best-fitting model for x as the model F G M that minimizes 
MDL(p1, ••• ,pr ,01, ••• ,0r). 
2.2 Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms (GA) 
2.2.1 General Description 
The basic idea of the canonical form of genetic algorithm (GA) can be described as 
follows. An initial set, or population, of possible solutions to an optimization problem 
is obtained and represented in vector form. These vectors, often called chromosomes, 
are free to ”evolve" in the following way. Parent chromosomes are randomly chosen 
from the initial population, and chromosomes having lower (higher) values of the ob-
jective criterion to be minimized (maximized) would have a higher likelihood of being 
chosen. Then offspring are produced by applying a crossover or a mutation operation 
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to the chosen parents. Once sufficient numbers of such second-generation offspring 
are produced, third-generation offspring are produced from these second-generation 
offspring in a similar fashion. This process continues for a number of generations. If 
one believes in Darwin's Theory of Natural ！Selection, then the expectation is tha t 
objective criterion values of the offspring will gradually improve over generations and 
approach the optimal value. 
In a crossover operation, one child chromosome is produced from ”mixing” two parent 
chromosomes. The aim is to allow the possibility of the child receiving different best 
parts from its parents. A typical ”mixing” strategy is tha t every child gene location has 
an equal chance of receiving either the corresponding father gene or the corresponding 
mother gene. This crossover operation is the distinct feature that makes GAs different 
from other optimization methods. (For possible variants of the crossover operation, see 
Davis 1991.) 
In a mutat ion operation, one child chromosome is produced from one parent chro-
mosome. The child is essentially the same as its parent except for a small number of 
genes in which randomness is introduced to alter the types of genes. Such a mutat ion 
operation prevents the algorithm from being t rapped in local optima. 
To preserve the best chromosome of a current generation, an additional step, called 
the elitist step, may be performed. Here the worst chromosome of the next generation 
is replaced with the best chromosome of the current generation. Including this elitist 
step guarantees the monotonicity of the algorithm. 
There are many variations of the foregoing canonical GA. For example, parallel im-
plementations can be applied to speed up the convergence rate as well as to reduce the 
chance of convergence to suboptimal solutions (Forrest 1991; Alba and Troya 1999). In 
this thesis we implement the island model. Rather than running only one search in one 
giant population, the island model simultaneously runs NI (number-of-islands) canon-
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ical GAs in NI different subpopulations. The key feature is, periodically, a number of 
individuals are migrated among the islands according to some migration policy. The 
migration can be implemented in numerous ways (Martin, Lienig, and Cohoon 2000; 
Alba and Troya 2002). In this article we adopt the following migration policy: After 
every Mi generations, the worst MN chromosomes from the j-th island are replaced 
by the best MN chromosomes from the ( j — 1)st island, j = 2 , . . . , NI. For j = 1, the 
best MN chromosomes are migrated from the N I th island. In our simulations we used 
NI = 50, Mi = 20, MN = 2, and a subpopulation size of 50. 
2.2.2 Implementation Details 
Pure T A R model 
This section provides details of our implementation of the GAs that is tailored to 
the TAR model fitting without any structural break. 
Chromosome Representation. The performance of a GA certainly depends on how 
a possible solution is represented as a chromosome, and for the current problem a 
chromosome should carry complete information for any F G M about the threshold 
values, 6j, as well as the AR orders, pj. Once these quantities are specified, maximum 
likelihood estimates of other model parameters can be uniquely determined. Here we 
propose using the following chromosome representation: a chromosome 6 = ( � ’ … 入） 
is length n with gene values 6t defined as 
—1, if no threshold value at t 
Pj, if thresholds exist and p j is the underlying AR oder for the threshold regime 
of the j - th piece with the threshold break position being 9j. 
(2.2.1) 
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We use Poisson distribution to generate the number of threshold values that may 
occur in our model. Then we use uniform distribution to sample out all the positions of 
the threshold value where the position is with reference to the ordered data. Further-
more, the following“minimum span” constraint is imposed on 6: for every set of the 
threshold locations, the data is divided into different pieces of threshold region. The 
length for each piece of threshold region is required to contain at least HA observations. 
This predefined integer HA is chosen to guarantee that there are sufficient observations 
to obtain quality estimates for the parameters of the AR(p) model. We use HA = 20 
for all the simulation examples in this paper. Also, in the practical implementation of 
the algorithm, one needs to impose an upper bound Po on the order pj，s of the AR 
processes. There seems to be no universal choice for PQ, because for complicated series 
one needs a large PQ to capture for example seasonality, whereas for small series PQ 
cannot be larger than the number of observations n. 
Our empirical experience suggests that the foregoing representation scheme, together 
with the minimum span constraint, is extremely effective for the purpose of using GAs 
to minimize MDL(r, 6*1,..., , P i , . . . ,Pr). This is most likely due to the fact that the 
location information of the threshold positions and the order of the AR processes are 
explicitly represented. 
Initial Population Generation. Our implementation of the GA starts with an ini-
tial population of chromosomes generated at random. For this procedure, we use the 
poisson distribution, with a specified user value A, to generate the number of thresh-
old break may occur. A larger value of A makes the initial chromosomes have a large 
number of threshold break; thus a small value is usually preferred. We use A = 2. 
Once the number of threshold break has be specified, we will then use the uniform 
distribution to generate the position of the threshold value which may occur according 
to the ascending order of the data. And we will impose the condition that we must 
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have at leaset HA observation within each threshold regime in order to ensure that there 
are sufficient observations to obtain quality and accurate estimates for the threshold 
position and underlying AR order of that regime. After a location is declared to be 
a threshold break, an AR order is selected from the uniform distribution with values 
0 ,1 ,…，PQ. The following strategy is used to generate each initial chromosome. First 
generate the number of threshold break r that may occur by using the Poisson distri-
bution under the constraint that there are at least HA data in between the threshold 
breaks. Then we will generate the threshold break position by using normal sampling 
with r threshold break points. At last within each threshold regime, we will select a 
value pj from { 0 ,..., P Q } with equal probabilities. 
Crossover and Mutation. Once a set of initial random chromosomes is gener-
ated, new chromosomes are generated by either a crossover operation or a mutation 
operation. In our implementation we set the probability for conducting a crossover 
operation as nc = 0.9. 
For the crossover operation, two parent chromosomes are chosen from the current 
population of chromosomes. These two parents are chosen with probabilities inversely 
proportional to their ranks sorted by their MDL values. In other words, chromosomes 
with smaller MDL values will have a higher likelihood of being selected. From these 
two parents, the gene values, A，s, of the child chromosome will be inherited in the 
following manner. First, for t = 1 , � t a k e s on the corresponding 8t value from either the 
first or the second parent with equal probabilities. If this value is -1, then the same 
gene-inheriting process is repeated for the next gene in line (i.e.,知i). If this value is 
not -1, then it is a nonnegative integer pj denoting the AR order of the current piece. 
In this case the minimum span constraint is imposed (i.e., the next m^ — 1 � s are set 
to -1), and the same gene-inheriting process is applied to the next available 知 
For mutation, one child is reproduced from one parent. Again, this process starts 
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with t = 1, and every 6t (subject to the minimum span constraint) can take one of 
the following three possible values: (a) with probability np, it takes the corresponding 
6t value from the parent; (b) with probability , it takes the value -1; and (c) with 
probability 1 — np — , it takes a new randomly generated AR order pj. In the ex-
amples that follow we set np = 0.3 and = 0.3. 
Declaration of Convergence. Recall that we adopt the island model in which 
migration is allowed for every Mi = 5 generations. At the end of each migration, the 
overall best chromosome (i.e., the chromosome with smallest MDL) is noted. If this 
best chromosome does not change for 10 consecutive migrations, or if the total number 




Minimum Description Length for 
TAR models with structural change 
In this chapter we extend the definition of MDL for TAR model to the MDL of Change 
Point TAR model. Also, we apply the genetic algorithm in estimating the parameters 
of the TAR model with structural change. 
3.1 Model selection using Minimum Description Length 
for TAR models with structural change 
In this section, we apply the MDL principle to select a best-fitting model from the 
piecewise TAR model class defined by (1.1). Denote this whole class of piecewise TAR 
models by M and any model from this class by F G M . In the current context, the 
MDL principle defines the“best”-fitt ing model from M as the one tha t produces the 
shortest code length that completely describes the observed data x = (xi, X2,..., Xn). 
Loosely speaking, the code length of an object is the amount of memory space required 
to store the object. 
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3.1.1 Derivation of Minimum Description Length for TAR 
models with structural change 
In the applications of MDL, one classical way to store x is to split x into two 
components, a fitted model FF plus the portion of x that is unexplained by F . This 
latter component can be interpreted as the residuals, denoted by e = x — x, where x 
is the fitted vector for x. If CLF (z ) denotes the code length of object z using model 
F , then we have the following decomposition: 
CLF (x) = CLF ( J e ) + CLF (e |J e ) , (3.1.1) 
where CLF ( F ) is the code length of the fitted model F and CLF(elF^) is the code 
length of the corresponding residuals (conditional on the fitted model F � . In short, 
the MDL principle suggests that a best-fitting piecewise TAR model F is the one that 
minimizes C L F ( x ) . 
Now the task is to derive expressions for CLF ( J e ) and CLF(e|J e ). We begin with 
CLF(FF) . Because F is composed of m, Ti，s, ri, Qij，s, pij，s, and 么j，s, which are defined 
in Chapter 1, and we further decompose CLF(FF) into 
CLF (F e) = CLF (m) + CLF ( n , ••• , Tm+i) + C L , (r) 
+ C L F (^^，^丄？，••• , ^21, ‘ ‘ ‘ , &2r2 ,‘‘‘，“爪十丄，广爪十丄) 
+ C L F ( P I I , P i 2 , 
+ C L F 0 ^ 1 1 ) + C L F ( 而 2 
where 如j := (Aij, Cij) is the parameter ve 
process. 
The last expression was obtained by the fac 
+ P1ri, • • • , P m + 1 , r m + i ) 
+ • • • + C L F C ^ m + 1 , r m + i ) 
(3.1.2) 
corresponding to the piecewise TAR 
that complete knowledge of (T1, • • • , Tm) 
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implies complete knowledge of ( u i , . . . , Um+i), where ( u i , . . . , Um+i) are the number 
of observations tha t are available within each piece of TAR model da ta block, and vice 
versa. In general, to encode an integer I whose value is not bounded, approximately 
log2 I bits are needed. Thus CLF ( m ) = log2(m) and C L F ( p j ) = log2(pi j) . But if the 
upper bound (say Iu) of I is known, then approximately log2(Iu) bits are required. 
Because all Uj，s are bounded by n, CLF ( u j ) = log2(u) for all j. To calculate C L F ( ^ j ) , 
we use the following result of Rissanen: A maximum likelihood estimate of a real pa-
rameter computed from N observations can be effectively encoded with i log2(N) bits. 
Because each of the pij + 2 parameters of tjjj is computed from Ui j observations, 
CLF (4 . ) = p i ^ l o g 2 ( U i j ) . (S . 1 . 3 ) 
Combining these results, we obtain 
C L F ( J e ) = l o g 2 ( m ) + ( m + 1 ) l o g 2 U + l o g 2 ( r i ) ^ ^ l o g 2 ( u i ) 
i < i < m + i i < i < m + i i < j < r i 
+ E E log2(p i j )+ E E p i ^ l o g 2 ( U i j ) . 
i < i < m + i i<j<r i i < i < m + i i<j<r i 
(3.1.4) 
where Uj refers to the number data within ( j to ( j+i threshold regime of the data set 
in the time region of Ti to Ti+i. 
Next, we derive an expression for CLF(elF^), that is, the code length for the residuals 
e. From Shannon，s classical results in information theory, Rissanen demonstrated tha t 
the code length of ee is given by the negative of the log-likelihood of the firred model 
FF. To proceed, let x i := (Xi—i, • • • , XTi - i ) be the vector of observations for the i th 
piece in (1.1). For simplicity, we consider that IM, the mean of the i piece in (1.1), is 0. 
Denote the covariance matrix of x i as V - 1 = cov{x i } , and let V i be an estimate for V i . 
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Even though the ets are not assumed to be Gaussian, inference procedures are based 
on a Gaussian likelihood. Such inference procedures are often called quasilikelihood. 
Assuming that the segments are independent, the Gaussian likelihood of the piecewise 
process is given by 
i ( m , T 0 , T 1 , ••• , 丁m,Pl1, ••• ,Pm+1,rm+l，也1，••• , ； x ) 
= n n (2 n ) - n i j / 2|V i j | 1 / 2 e x p { -！x ^ jV… } , 
(3.1.5) 
1<i<m+1 1<j<r 
ij I 2 i j i ^ i j 
and hence the code length of e given the fitted model T is 
C L F间夕） 
~ - l o g 2 Mm,7lQ,T1, • • • ,Tm,P11, • • • ,Pm+1,rm+i …水+ 1,爪+ 1 ； x ) (3.1.6) 
= E E { n f log(2n) - 1 log |VV ij I + 1 xTj. Vij xij} log2(e). 
1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
Combining (2.4) and (2.6) and using logarithm base e rather than base 2, we obtain 
the approximation for C L F ( x ) . 
CLF(x ) = l o g 2 ( m ) + (m + 1 ) l o g 2 ( n ) + E log2(rD + E E log2(ni) 
1<i<m+1 1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
+ E E log2(Pij)+ E E j + ^ l � g 2 ( n ” . ) 
1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
+ E E { T log(2n) - 1 log Vij I + 1 xTj. Vij xij} 
1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
(3.1.7) 
Using the standard approximation to the likelihood for AR models [i.e., -2log(likelihood) 
by Hij log(efj), where is the Yule-Walker estimate of a^j (Brockwell and Davis 1991) 
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we define 
MDL(m,Ti, • • • ,Tm,Pl1, • • • ,Pm+1,rm+i) = C L F ( x ) 
= l o g 2 ( m ) + ( m + 1 ) l o g 2 n + l o g 2 ( r i ) ^ ^ l o g 2 ( n i ) 
1 < i < m + 1 1 < i < m + 1 1<j<ri 
+ E E log2(Pij)+ E E P i ^ l o g 2 ( n i j ) + E E Hf l � g ( 2 n 碌). 
1 < i < m + 1 1<j<ri 1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 1<i<m+1 1<j<ri 
(3.1.8) 
We propose selecting the best-fitting model for x as the model F G M that minimizes 
MDL(m,T1, • • • ,Tm,P11, • • • ,Pm+1,rm+l) . 
3.2 Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms 
TAR model with structural break 
This section provides details of our implementation of the GAs that is tailored to 
the TAR model fitting with structural break. 
Chromosome RePresentation. The representation of the chromosome will be similar 
to the set-up in the last section (TAR model without structural break). The chromo-
some now should carry complete information for any F G M about the time change 
point, threshold values, 9j, and as well as the AR orders, Pj. Once these quantities are 
specified, maximum likelihood estimates of other model parameters can be uniquely 
determined. Here we propose using the following chromosome representation: a chro-
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mosome 8 = (^1, • • • , 8^) is length n with gene values 6t defined as 
(—1, —1), if have no change point and no threshold value at t 
(1,Pj), if the change point and threshold exist and pj be the underlying AR oder for the 
threshold regime of the jth piece with the threshold break position be Oj. 
(—1,Pj), if have no change point but the threshold exists and Pj be the underlying AR 
order for the threshold regime of the jth piece with the threshold break position be 
Oj. 
(1, —1), if only change point occurs and no threshold value at t 
(3.2.1) 
We use uniform distribution with the maximum be 5 to generate the number of 
break points that may occur in our model. Then the generation of the underlying 
number of threshold values, positions of the threshold value, the corresponding AR 
order in each threshold segment and constraint imposed on these generations will be 
similar to the approach in the (TAR model without structural break). Furthermore, 
the following ”minimum span" constraint is also imposed on 8: for every position of 
the break points, it will divide the data into different segmentaions. And the length for 
each segment must have at least ns observations. This predefined integer ns is chosen 
to guarantee that there are sufficient observations to obtain quality estimates for the 
parmeters of the piecewise Threshold-AR(p) model. 
Our empirical experience suggests that the foregoing representation scheme, together 
with the minimum span constraint, is extremely effective for the purpose of using GAs 
to minimize MDL(m, T1, ... ,Tm,V1,... ,Vm,O11,... ,Omrm ,P11,... ,Pmrm). This is most 
likely due to the fact that the location information of the structural break points, the 
threshold positions and the order of the AR processes are explicitly represented. 
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Initial Population Generation. Our implementation of the GA starts with an initial 
population of chromosomes generated at random. For this procedure, we use the uni-
form distribution with the maximum be 5 to generate the number of structural break 
points and use the poisson distribution, with a specified user value 入，to generate the 
number of threshold break that may occur in each segment. And we use A = 2 as 
stated in the above example. Once the number of threshold break has been specified, 
we will generate the underlying threshold break positions and the corresponding AR 
order with the same constraint as illustrated in the above example. 
Crossover and Mutation. Once a set of initial random chromosomes is generated, 
new chromosomes are generated by either a crossover operation or a mutation opera-
tion. And the procedures are similar to the (TAR model without structural break) with 
the same probability of conducting a crossover operation nc = 0.9. And the set-up of 
Mutation follows the similar approach too. 
We declare the convergence of the estimate by using the same setting as in (TAR 
model without structural break). Thus, migration is allowed for every 5 generations 
and the stopping criteria will be occurred when the best chromosome doesn't change 




4.1 Main results 
In this section we present the main results of this article. Let = {(Oi,... ,0r)： 
— TO < 0 1 < ... < Or < oc} be equipped with the metric (^(x,y) = |arctan(x)— 
arctan(y) |. Thus R r is compact. Let 9 = R ( r + 1 ) ( p + 1 ) x R r x {1, 2 , . . . , p } r + 1 x 
{1, 2,..., r}. And define 9m = 99 x 9 x . . . x 99 with Am as defined in Section 2.2. 
m 
Then the parameter space Q is 9m x Am x {1, 2 ..., m} equipped with the product met-
ric. A general parameter in Q is always denoted by (p = (B11, . . . , B^r布,O11,..., Omrm 
,r-1,... ,r.m ,pp11,... ,i)mrm ,p1 , . . . ,Tm ,my and the true parameter (0 = (A 'n , . . . , A'mr^ 
,011, . . . , 0mrm , r 1 , . . . , r m , p 1 1 , . . . , Pmrm ,'T1, . . . , Tm, m ) . 
Some further notation to be adopted throughout: denotes the conditional 
expectation assuming ( to be the true parameter; all summations are, unless stated 
otherwise, form n = p to N； statements involving random variables are meant to hold 
a.s.. The CLSE ((N is any measurable choice of (r G Q which globally minimizes the 
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(conditional) sum of square errors function 
L N � = - E泰 | F n - 1 ) ) 2 , (A. 1 . 1 ) 
where is the a algebra generated by {xo, X1,…,Xn}. 
In order to get the global minimum of Ln(.) with m regimes and sample size n, 
the required number of calculations is O ( n m - 1 / ( m — 1)!). When m is large, however, 
the computational burden becomes substantial, requiring multi-parameter grid-based 
search over all possible values of all threshold parameters taken together, and hence 
this algorithm is very time-consuming. For a fixed m, the consumed time soars at an 
exponential rate as the sample size n increases. The minimization can be done by using 
the genetic algorithm provided as in Chapter 2 and 3. 
4.1.1 Model Selection using minimum description length 
In this paper, we are going to estimate the break points of a Threshold-Auto-
Regressive Model and derive the consistency of the estimates according to the result of 
Li and Ling (2011). Recall xn = ( ^ T n - 1 , • • • 广 Note that (xn) is a Markov 
chain. Denote its l-step transition probability by P1 (x, A) where 
Condition 1 
The process {xn} admits a unique invariant measure n(.) such that 3 K, p < 1, V x 
G , Vn G N, IIPn(x, •) - n(.)|| < K(1 + |x|)pn, where ||.|| and |.| denote the total 
variation norm and the Euclidean norm, respectively. 
Condition 2. 
The error en is absolutely continuous with a uniformly continuous and positive pdf. 
Furthermore, E(ef^) < oc. 
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Condition 3. 
The process {xn} is stationary with its marginal pdf denoted by n(.). Also, E(x^) < oc. 
Condition 4. 
The autoregressive function is discontinuous, that is, 3 Z* = (1, Zp-1,Zp-2,…，zO) such 
that (A1 - A2) • Z* = 0 and Zp-d = r. 
The following result states the strong consistency of the estimator 杏n, where <j)n = 
( B 11，. . . ,Bmhrm，0…...,(^rhrmrn，户 1，. . . , f ' rh / p 1 1 , . . . ^Pihrm , T01 , . . . ,T0mo，肌。)'’ a n d <0 = ( A 1 1 , 
. . .
,
A m r m , 011, . . . , 0rrm , � h ... ’ r m , p 1 1 , . . . ,pmrm , T01, ... , T0mo , m 0 ) ' . 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that (i) {xt} satisfying (2.1) is strictly stationary and ergodic, 
having finite fourth moments, (ii) Aj0 = Aj+1,0 for j = 1,... ,m — 1, and (iii) 61 admits 
a bounded, continuous and positive density on R. Then, <n — <0 a.s. as n o and 
also ajn — a j a.s. as n — o's when {xt} is following under the Pure TAR model. 
Remark 
(i) Geometric ergodicity of (xn ) only requires that | | P n ( x , •) — n(.)|| = O(p n ) for 
some p < 1. [For a discussion of geometric ergodicity, see, e.g., Nummelin (1984). 
Hence, Condition 1 is stronger than geometric ergodicity. However, it is shown in 
Chan (1989) that if (xn) satisfies an appropriate drift condition, then Condition 1 
holds. Indeed, if Condition 2 holds and maxi=1,^ ^P=1 |aij| < 1, then Condition 1 
obtains and E(xn) < oc. This follows from the discussions in Chan and Tong (1985) 
and Chan (1989). For p = 1, the above condition on the a's can be weakened to 
a11 < 1, a21 < 1 and a11a21 < 1. 
(ii) Condition 2 entails that n(.) is absolutely continuous with its pdf bounded 
away from 0 and oc over each bounded set. This follows from the invariant equation 
for the stationary distribution of (xn) given in, for example, Chan and Tong (1985). 
It is clear that n(.) is the marginal distribution of the first coordinate of (xn). Hence 
n(.) is positive everywhere. 
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(iii) Under Condition 4, 9 can be considered as the“location” parameter of the 
discontinuity of the autoregressive function. For i.i.d. observations, statistical inference 
of the location of the discontinuity in the density function is considered in, for example, 




5.1 Simulation results 
We conducted a few sets of simulation experiments to evaluate the practical per-
formances of Auto-PTARM on both TAR model with or without structural break. In 
the first simulation, 
5.1.1 Example of TAR Model Without Structural Break 
In this simulation example, the target nonstationary series is generated with the 
model 
Xt = —0.7xt_1 • I(xt_1 < —0.8) + 0.8xt_1 • I(—0.8 < Xt_1 < —0.3) 
(5.1.1) 
—1.25xt_1 • I(—0.3 < xt_1 < 0.5) — 2xt_1 • I(0.5 < Xt_ 1) + tt, 
where et � i i d N ( 0 , 1 ) . 
We applied Auto-PTARM to the realization in Figure 5.1 and obtained three 
threshold breaks located at O1 = —0.798, O2 = —0.299 and O3 = 0.502. Auto-PTARM 
correctly identified the AR orders ( f ) 1 = f ) 2 = P3 = P4 = 1) for this realization. 
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Figure A Realization From the a TAR Model Without Structural Break. 
Next, we simulated, 200 realizations of the process in (5.1.1), and applied Auto-
PTARM to segment each of these realizations. Table 5.1 lists the percentages of the 
fitted number of segments. Notice that Auto-PTARM gave the correct number of 
threshold breaks for 100% of the 200 realizations. Table 5.1 also reports, for each e, 
the mean and standard deviation of ( j . 
Table 5.2 lists the relative frequencies of the AR order p estimated by the 
Auto-PTARM procedure for the 100% of the realizations with four pieces. Of the 200 
realizations, 96% have three threshold breaks and AR orders 1 , 1 , 1 and 1.From these 
tables, we can see that Auto-PTARM applied to the foregoing TAR process performs 
extremely well, especially for locating the threshold breaks. 
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Table 5.1: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.1) 
Number 
of 
Thresholds % Mean 
Auto-PTARM 
Threshold Values 
SE Mean SE Mean SE 
3 100.0 -0.804 0.011 -0.3 0.026 0.499 0.015 
4 0 
> 5 0 
All 100.0 
Table 5.2: Relative Frequencies of the AR Order Estimated by the Auto-PTARM Procedure 
for the Realizations of Process (5.1) 
Order 0 1 2 3 4 5 > 6 
0 97.0 2.0 1.0 0 0 0 
P2 1.0 98.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 
P3 0 98.0 2.0 0 0 0 0 
P4 0 99.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 
5.1.2 Example of TAR Model With Structural Break I 
In this simulation example, the target non-stationary series is generated with the 
model 
—07xt-1 • I(xt-1 < —0.8) + 0.8xt-1 • I(—0.8 < 而_1 < —0.3) 
= 乂 — 1.25xt_1 • I(—0.3 < xt_ 1) + et, when t < 1250, 
0.5xt_1 • I(xt_1 < —1) — 0.6xt_1 • I(—1 < xt_ 1) + et, when 1250 < t < 2000. 
(5.1.2) 
where et �iidN(0,1). 
We applied Auto-PTARM to the realization in Figure 5.2 and obtained one struc-
tural break located at T1 = 1250. Auto-PTARM correctly identified the threshold 
breaks for each segment (^n = —0.8, ^12 = —0.3 and Q21 = —1) for this realization. 
Next, we simulated, 200 realizations of the process in (5.1.2), and applied Auto-
PTARM to segment each of these realizations. Table 5.3 lists the percentages of the 
fitted number of segments. Notice that Auto-PTARM gave the correct segmentation 
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for 94% of the 200 realizations. Table 5.3 also reports, for each mr, the mean and 
standard deviation of Tj. 
Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 summarize the estimated number of threshold and the 
threshold breaks positions with its mean and standard deviation for the 94% of the 
realizations with two pieces for each segment. Of the 200 realizations, 89% have one 
structural break and correct number of threshold breaks of two and one respectively. 
From these tables, we can see that Auto-PTARM applied to the foregoing TAR model 
with structural break performs extremely well for both locating the structural break-
points and threshold breaks. 
Figure 5.2: The vertical dash lines correspond to the maximum likelihood estimate of the 
change-point location, t=1250. 
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segments % Mean SE 
2 94.0 1248.01 4.54 
3 6.0 
> 4 0 
All 100.0 
Table 5.4: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.2) of the First Segment 
Number Auto-PTARM 
of Threshold Values 
Thresholds % Mean SE Mean SE 
2 90.0 -0.799 0.013 -0.302 0.009 
3 4.0 
> 4 6.0 
All 100.0 
Table 5.5: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.2) of the Second Segment 
Number Auto-PTARM 
of Threshold Values 
Thresholds % Mean SE 
1 98.0 -1.02 0.017 
2 2.0 
> 3 0 
All 100.0 
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5.1.3 Example of TAR Model With Structural Break II 
In this simulation example, the target non-stationary series is generated with the 
model 
—0.7xt -1 • I(xt-1 < —0.8) + 0 . 8 x t -1 • I(—0.8 < 而_1 < —0.3) 
—1.25xt-1 • I(—0.3 < xt_1) + et, when t < 750, 
0.5xt_1 • I (xt_1 < —1) — 0.6xt_1 • I (—1 < x t _ 1) + et, when 750 <t < 1400, 
0.9xt_1 • I(xt_1 < 0.5) — 2xt_1 • I(0.5 < x t _ 1) + et, when 1400 < t < 2000. 
(5.1.3) 
where et �iidN(0,1). 
We applied Auto-PTARM to the realization in Figure 5.3 and obtained one structural 
break located at T1 = 750 and T2 = 1400. Auto-PTARM correctly identified the 
threshold breaks for each segment (911 = —0.8,谷 12 = —0.3, 921 = —1 and 931 = 0.5) 
for this realization. 
Next, we simulated, 200 realizations of the process in (5.1.3), and applied Auto-
PTARM to segment each of these realizations. Table 5.6 lists the percentages of the 
fitted number of segments. Notice that Auto-PTARM gave the correct number of 
threshold breaks for 92.5% of the 200 realizations. Table 5.6 also reports, for each mT, 
the mean and standard deviation of Tj. 
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Figure 5.3: The vertical dash lines correspond to the 
change-point locations, T1 = 750 and T2 = 1400. 
likelihood estimates of the 
Table 5.7 to Table 5.9 list the summary of the estimated number of threshold and 
the threshold breaks positions with its mean and standard deviation for the 92.5% 
of the realizations with three pieces for each segment. Of the 200 realizations, 73% 
have two structural breaks and correct number of threshold breaks of two, one and one 
respectively. From these tables, we can see that Auto-PTARM applied to the foregoing 
TAR model with higher order of structural breaks performs extremely well for both 
locating the structural breakpoints and threshold breaks. 
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segments % Mean SE Mean SE 
3 92.5 750.38 7.45 1396.05 13.83 
4 7.5 
> 5 0 
All 100.0 
Table 5.7: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.3) of the First Segment 
Number Auto-PTARM 
of Threshold Values 
Thresholds % Mean SE Mean SE 
2 84.0 -0.81 0.017 -0.308 0.024 
3 13.0 
> 4 3.0 
All 100.0 
Table 5.8: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.3) of the Second Segment 
Number Auto-PTARM 
of Threshold Values 
Thresholds % Mean SE 
1 83.0 -0.99 0.021 
2 15.0 
> 3 2.0 
All 100.0 
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Table 5.9: Summary of the Estimated Number of Threshold and Threshold Breaks Positions 
From the Auto-PTARM Procedures for Process (5.3) of the Third Segment 
Number Auto-PTARM 
of Threshold Values 
Thresholds % Mean SE 
1 78.0 0.501 0.013 
2 14.0 




An empirical example 
6.1 An empirical example 
In this section, we will use the Auto-PTARM to study the growth rate of the quarterly 
U.S. real GNP data over the period 1947-2012 with a total of 261 observations. This 
dataset has been investigated by Li and Ling (2011). 
Let y 1 , . . . , y261 denote the original data. We define the growth rate series as 
xt = 100(log yt - log yt_1), t = 2 , . . . , 252. 
The data {yt} and the growth rate series {xt} are plotted in Figure 6.1 and Figure 
6.2. 
The Auto-PTARM has been implemented on the same US real GNP dataset for 
200 times and obtain the estimated structural breaks with their standard deviations 
as summarized in Table 6.1. The Auto-PTARM identified the structural breaks at 
T1 = 53,午2 = 91, e = 146 and T4 = 234. Meanwhile, it gives the result that the first, 
second and fourth segments don't have the threshold break and the third segment has 
a threshold break at 6 = 1.04 and its standard error is 0.043. 
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Figure 6.1: The original data of US real GNP data. 
And the corresponding estimated year of the structural break occurred in the US 
real GNP data are 1960, 1969, 1983 and 2005. For these 4 periods of time, we can 
see tha t the U.S. or the world economy has met different kinds of changes. Between 
1960-1969, the Vietnam war broke out. And we observe that there were complex of 
inter-related cultural and political trends across the globe. Within the 1980s of US, we 
saw great social, economic, and general change as wealth and production migrated to 
newly industrializing economies. And up to 2005, we know tha t the Financial Tsunami 
appears in the year of 2007-2008. Thus we observe some critical changes in the model 
to the US real GNP data may be due to the economical or political events throughout 
U.S. or the world over those years. 
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Figure 6.2: The growth rate ofUS real GNP data. And the vertical dash lines correspond to 
the threshold break estimates, T1 = 53, T2 = 91, rs = 146 and T4 = 234 
Table 6.1: Summary of the Estimated Breakpoints From the growth rate the real U.S. GNP 






ri r2 r3 r4 
4 14.5 
5 85.5 53 91 146 234 
(4.94) (2.59) (1.17) (1.63) 
> 6 0 
All 100.0 
When we compare the result with Li and Ling (2011), we get a better estimated 
model for the growth rate of U.S. GNP, with a lower MDL value, and the MDL of our 
model is 327.5 and the MDL of Li and Ling's model is 498.3. Thus, the TAR model 




Consistency of the CLSE 
7.1 Consistency of the TAR parameters 
In the previous chapter, we have discussed the method to estimate the break points 
and the underlying numbers of threshold and its corresponding threshold values of 
each Threshold-Auto-Regressive Model. In this section, we will show the consistency 
of those estimators. 
7.1.1 Consistency of the estimation of number of threshold 
We first prove the consistency of the estimation of the number of threshold when 
there is only one piece of TAR model without any structural break. Since we have tha t 
(pN is strongly consistent when the number of threshold is known. 
Proposition 7.1 Suppose Condition 1 to Condition 4 hold in each segment of piece-
wise TAR model. Then, PN is consistent, that is, PN — ro a.s.. 
Now for r is not fixed, we only need to show two cases P ( r > ro) and P ( r < ro) 
converge to zero. 
Case 1: Consider r < ro 
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First, consider the case with ro = 1 and T = 0 and, without loss of generality, assume 
9 ( Q ) = 0 and 9* > 0. Let (^1,^2) and C be the estimated AR parameters under the 
TAR model when T = 1 and r = 0. For the general cases, the proof will be similar 
and thus is omitted. First we consider the difference between the likelihood function 
with the true model having one threshold break and the estimated model having no 
threshold break. 
L n ( C ) — L N ( B 1 , B2, 9) 
= E { ( x n — C • Zn)2 — (xn — B1 • Z„) 2 }I(x„_1 < 9*) 
+ E { ( x n — C • Zn)2 — (xn — B2 • Z n ) 2 } I > 9*) 
= E { ( x n — C • Zn)2 — (xn — B1 • Zn ) 2 }{ I (xn_1 < 0) + I(0 < xn_1 < 9*)} 
+ E { ( x n — C • Zn) 2 — (xn — B2 • Z n ) 2 } I > 9*) 
= E { ( A1 • Z^n + en — C • Z n ) 2 — ( A • Z^n + en — B1 • Zn作(：Zn-1 < 0) 
+ E { ( A2 • Zn + en — C • Zn) 2 —(成• Zn + en — B1 • Zn) 2 }I (0 < xn_1 < 9*) 
+ E { ( A 2 • Zn + en — C • Z n ) 2 —(成 • Zn + en — B2 • Zn作(xn_1 > 9*) 
= E { 2 ( A1 • Zn + en)(B1 — C) • Zn + (C + B1) • Zn(C — B1) • Zn}I(x_1 < 0) 
+ E{2(A2 • Zn + en)(B1 — C) • Zn + (C + B1) • Zn(C — B1) • Zn}I(0 < xn_1 < 9*) 
+ E{2(A2 • Zr^ + en)(B2 — C) • Zr^ + (C + B2) • ZJ^C — B2) • Zn}I(xn_1 > 9*) 
> 2(B1 — C) • E ZnenI(xn_1 < 9) + 2(B2 — C) • E ZnenI(xn_1 > 9*) 
+ E((2A1 — B1 — C) • Zr^)(B1 — C) • ZnI(xn_1 < 0) 
+ E((2A2 — B1 — C) • Zr^)(B1 — C) • ZnI(0 < xn_1 < 9*) 
+ E((2A2 — B2 — C) • Zrn^)(B2 — C) • ZJ(xn_1 > 9*) 
(7.1.1) 
If A is sufficiently small, then it follows from Condition 4 that the last three terms are 
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greater than or equal to ^2 E I ( x n - 1 < 0) + 两 E I ( 0 < x n _ 1 < ( * ) + 对 E I ( x n - 1 > (*) 
for some 知,S2, 63 > 0. The first two terms on the RHS of (7.1.1) is bounded in absolute 
value by vi(| ^ e „ I ( x „ _ i < 0)| + | ^ x „ _ i e „ I ( x „ _ i < 0)|) + "2(| E e j ( 0 < x„_i < 
Q*)l +1 E x „ _ i e „ I ( 0 < x„_i < ( * ) | ) + V3(| E e n I ( x „ _ i > (*)| +1 E x „ _ i e „ I ( x „ _ i > (*)|) 
for some constant "i, "2, V independent of N. Define 
Qi(z) = E(I(0 < x < r ) ) ， 0 <e* < A 
Q2(z) = E(I(x > ( * ) ) , 0 < r < A 




We claim that for Ve > 0,n > 0, 3 K such that,VN, 
P( sup | EI(0 <xn_i < e*)/(NQi(e*)) -1 
A>e*>K/N 
P( sup ^ e n I ( 0 < X n _ i < e*)/(NQi(e*)) 
A>e* >K/N 
P( sup | J ] Xn-ienI(0 < Xn_l < (* ) / (NQi ((*)) 
A>e^>K/N 
P(| E I ( X n _ l < 0)/(NQ(0)) - 1 
P(| E enI(Xn_l < 0) / (NQ(0)) 
P(| E Xn_lenI(Xn_l < 0) / (NQ(0)) 
P( sup ^ I(Xn_l > 0*)/(NQ2(0*)) - 1 
A>e^ >K/N 
P( sup | E enI(Xn_l > (*)/(NQ2((*)) 
A>e*>K/N 
P ( sup | y ] Xn_ienI(Xn_l > (*)/(NQ2((*)) 
A>e* >K/N 
| < n) > 1 
| < n ) > 1 
| < n ) > 1 
| < n) > 1 
| < n) > 1 
| < n) > 1 
| < n) > 1 
| < n) > 1 










































Suppose the above claim is valid for the present moment. Let t > 0 be given and 
n > 0 be chosen so that —2(v1 + V2 + "3)n + (82 + 82 + 82)(1 — n) > 0 
{LN(C) — L N ( B 1 , B 2 , 0 * ) } / ( N ) > —2(V1 + V2 + "3)" + (82 + + 82)(1 — n) > 0 
(7.1.4) 
Thus LN(C) — L N ( B 1 , B 2 , O * ) = OP(N) and is always positive in probability. As the 
penalty term is of order log N. Thus the likelihood term dominates the penalty term. 
We now verify (7.1.3a)-(7.1.3c) according to the result by K.S. Chan (1993). Define 
QN(z) = ^ I(0 < x „ _ 1 < z)/N, (7.1.5a) 
RN (z) = ^ XN_1eNI(0 < XN_1 < z)/N, (7.1.5b) 
RN (z1, z2) = |x„_1e„ |I(z1 < XN_1 < z2)/N， (7.1.5c) 
R(z1，z2) = E (RN (z1，z2)). (7.1.5d) 
By choosing 8 sufficiently small, it follows from (ii) in Remark that 3 0 < m < M < TO 
and H, all independent of N, such that , V z, z 1 , z 2 in [0, 8), 
mz < Q(z) < Mz (7.1.6a) 
vav(I(0 < XN_1 < z) < HQ(z)) (7.1.6b) 
E(|x„_1e„|I(z1 < XN_1 < z2) < H(Q(z2) — Q(z1)) (7.1.6c) 
vav(|x„_1e„|I(z1 < x„_1 < z)) < H(Q(z2) — Q(z1)) (7.1.6d) 
R(z1，z2) < H(Q(z2) — Q(z1)) (7.1.6e) 
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Using Condition 1, it can be verified that V b > 0, 3 H such that V z, z1 , z2 G [-b, b] , V N 
var(NQN(z)) < NHQ(z), (7.1 .7a) 
var(NRN(z1,z2) < NH(Q(z2) -Q(z1)), (7.1 .7b) 
var(NRN(z)) < NHQ(z). (7.1 .7c) 
Indeed, for example, (7.1.7b) follows readily from the fact that , by direct calculation 
uniformly for z1, z2 G [-b, b], cov(Ie1IQI, | e k I k _ 1 | ) = O ( p k ( Q ( z 2 ) — Q(z1))) where p is 
defined in Condition 1 and h = XkI(z1 < xk < z 2 ) , V k G N . In view of (6.7) without 
loss of generality, let Q(z) = z. They follow from (6.8) and Markov's inequality. A 
the following suprema and summations are taken over all i G N and such that a 
quantities involved are well defined. 
Let b > 1, K > 0 and n> 0 
P(SUPIQN(biK/N)/(biK/N) - 1| > n) < H/(n2K(1 - b-1)), 
(7.1.8a) 
(1 - n)/b - 1 < QN(x)/(bx) - 1 < QN(y)/y - 1 < bQ^(by)/(by) - 1 < b(1 + n) - 1, 
(7.1.8b) 
P(SUPIRN(biK/N)/(biK/N)| > n) < H/(n2K(1 - b - 1 ) ) , 
(7.1.8c) 
P(SUP\RN(biK/N, bi+1K/N) - R(biK/N, bi+1K/N)|/(biK/N) > n) < Hb/('q2K), 
(7.1.8d) 
supR(biK/N, bi+1K/N)/(biK/N) < H(b - 1). 
(7.1.8e) 
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By first choosing n > 0 and b > 1 sufficiently small and then K sufficiently large, 
(7.1.8a) and (7.1.8b) imply the validity of (7.1.3a) and (7.1.8c-e) imply that (7.1.3c) 
hold. Equation (7.1.3b) can be similarly proved. 
And the equations (7.1.3d) to (7.1.3i) can also be similar proved by following the 
above steps. 
The case of z < 0 can be similarly proved. 
Case 2: Consider r < rr 
We only consider the case with r = 1 and r = 2. For the general cases, the proof will 
be similar and its omitted. 
Since (n is consistent when the number of threshold break is known according to 
the result of Li and Ling (2011), thus we restrict the parameter space to an open 
neighborhood of 如.To this end, define = {( G Q : ||B — A|| < ^ ||0 — 0o|| < for 
some 0 < b < 1. Now if both the threshold break estimations O1 and O2 are not in the 
open neighborhood of (o, then by using the similar technique of Li and Ling (2011), we 
can prove that for any t > 0, there exists a B > 0 such that with probability greater 
than 1 — e, LN(((O1,02)) — LN(((Oo)) > 0 for ||0 — 0o|| > B/n and ( G V ,^ where 
((O1, 02) is the parameter estimate when the two threshold breaks are being estimated 
and stayed at O1 and O2 meanwhile ((Oo) is the parameter estimate with the threshold 
break being estimated to be at the true position 0o. By a simple calculation, we have 
the following decomposition, 
LN (((0)) — LN (((Oo)) = LN^(((01)) + LN^Mh)), f 1 . 9 ) 
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where 0 = (0 1 ,0 2 ) ' G R 2 and 
n 
Li j ) (< (0 j ) ) = E{s ign (0 j — 0j0)[(xt — X t - 1B j ) 2 — (xt — X t - 1B j + i ) 2 
t=1 
X I(0j A 0j0 < x t - 1 < 0j V 0j0)} 
(7.1.10) 
For each L�j(<(0j)), it suffices to prove that for any tj > 0, there exists a Bj > 0 such 
that with probability greater than 1 — tj, 
L�j«0j)) > 0 for |0j — 0j0| > Bj/n and < G Vj (7.1.11) 
Following the idea of the proof in Case 1, (7.1.11) holds and LN(<(0)) — LN(<(00)) > 0 
with probability going to one. Thus, when f > r � , then there must have at least one 
threshold break estimate 9j being inside the open neighborhood. 
So now we may consider that one of the threshold estimate is inside the open neigh-
borhood and the other one is a redundant estimate. Let says, 01 is inside the open 
neighborhood of 00 and 02 is redundant. Let L' 
we have 
L(f = 2 , § 1 , § 2 , k k拟 = L ( f = 2, 01, 02, ^01, P02, P02) 
赛 and Ui d2L .S ince L'(f) = 0, 
+ ( A — 1301, f — 1302, f — 1302 L " ( r = 0 1 , 0 2 , f f 1 , f f 2 , f f 2 ) 
f — 301 
f — 302 
3 — 302 
+ o � 
And we have, 
L(r = 1,01,31,32,33) = L(r = 1,01,301,302) 
+ f 1 — 301,32 — 302 L " ( r = 1 ’ 0 1 , 0 2 , 3 1 , 3 2 ) 
31 — 301 
3 — 302 
+ o � 
According to Li, Ling (2011), the AR parameters are ^ ^ consistent. And we can 




i = 1 , . . . , r. This can be simply shown by using the condition that E (x^) < oc and 
^xnxn—dI(—K/N < xp_d < K/N) = op(N_1 /2 ) . Thus we have [5 — po = Op(为).As 
we have L(r = 2,么人[01, [02, [02) = L(r = 1,么,[01, [02). Thus, we will have the 
order of the difference between L(T = 2, (T1,(T2, [1 ,P2,Ps) and L(f = l,(T1,P1,P2,Ps) be 
O p � . 
It can be seen that if a wrong model is specified, i.e., the selected model is not 
equal to or bigger than the true one, then the MDL will be greater than the MDL of a 
correctly specified model by an order of log N, when N is sufficiently large. As we have 
seen from Section 2, MDL can be regarded as the minus log-likelihood plus a penalty 
term of order log N. Therefore, the penalty dominates likelihood function and hence 
the MDL procedure is able to select the model(s) in M . 
As a result, the Proposition 2 is proved by considering the above 2 cases. 
7.1.2 Consistency of the change point parameters 
To this point, we have not assumed the existence of a true model for the time 
series. But to study the theoretical properties of these estimates, an underlying 
model must first be specified. Here we assume that there exist true values m0 and 
A0, j = 1 , . . . , m 0 , such that 0 < A0 < A0 < • • • < < 1. The observations 
.. ^xn are assumed to be a realization from the piecewise AR process defined in 
(1) with Ti = [Aj^ n], i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 0 , where [x] is the greatest integer that is less 
than or equal to x. In order to estimate the breakpoints T1,..., Tm, it is necessary to 
require that the segments have a sufficient number of observations to adequately esti-
mate the specified AR parameter values. Otherwise, the estimation is overdetermined, 
resulting in an infinite value for the likelihood. So to ensure sufficient separation of 
the breakpoints, choose t > 0 small such that e�mini=1,…,m�十1(入!0 —入！？-丄)and set 
Am = {(A1,.. .,Am), 0 < A1 < A2 < • • • <\n < 1,入 i — Ai_1 > e,i = 1, 2,...,m + 1}, 
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where Ao := 0 and Am+1 := 1. Setting 入:=(A1,...,Am) and p = (P1, . . . ,Pm+1), 
the parameters m, A, and p are then estimated by minimizing MDL over m < Mo, 
0 < p < Po, and A G Am. That is, 
m, \ p 二 a rgmin 
m<Mo,o<p<Po,； 
2 -MDL(m,A, p) (7.1.12) n 
where Mo and Po are upper bounds for m and Pj. In Section 6 we prove the con-
sistency result for estimating the number of threshold breaks, the positions of the 
threshold breaks and the underlying AR parameters. 
Since each segment of TAR is consistent, we expect that the result of Richard, 
Thomas, Gabriel (2006) about the consistency result of the position of structural break-
points when the number of breakpoints is known will carry to the Change Point TAR 
model. And the simulation results in Chapter 5 also agrees this consistency result. 
Thus we elaborate this expectation in the following Proposition. 
Proposition 7.2 For the model sspecified in (1.1)，when mo, the number of breakpoints, 
is known, then Xj — j a.s., j = 1, 2,..., mo. 
For the future research direction will be in proving the consistency of the parameter 
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